Industrial Objects
General Instrument Symbols

1. Horizontal or Vertical Line
2. Diagonal Line
3. Text
4. Discrete Instruments Primary Location
5. Discrete Instruments Primary Location
6. Discrete instruments Field Mounted
7. Discrete Instruments Auxiliary Location
8. Discrete Instruments Auxiliary Location
9. Shared Display or Control - Primary Location
10. Shared Display or Control - Primary Location
11. Shared Display or Control - Field Mounted
12. Shared Display or Control - Auxiliary Location
13. Shared Display or Control - Auxiliary Location
14. Computer Function Primary Location
15. Computer Function Primary Location
16. Computer Function Field Mounted
17. Computer Function Auxiliary Location
18. Computer Function Auxiliary Location
19. Programmable Logic Control Primary Location
20. Programmable Logic Control Primary Location
21. Programmable Logic Control Field Mounted
22. Programmable Logic Control Auxiliary Location
23. Programmable Logic Control Auxiliary Location
24. Indicating Light
25. Panel Mounted Patchboard Point
26. Various Names
27. Diaphragm Seal
28. Undefined Signal
29. Pneumatic Signal
30. Electrical Signal
31. Electrical Signal
32. Hydraulic Signal
33. Capillary Tube
34. Electromagnetic or Sonic Signal
35. Internal System Link (Software or Data Link)
36. Mechanical Link
37. Pneumatic Binary Signal
38. Electric Binary Signal
39. Electric Binary Signal